
 
 
 

 
Residential Bliss 

A transformed Marcel’s has been masterfully  
redesigned with a palette of nuanced hues and the right light   

 
An occasion starts with the way you are dressed… and Marcel’s is now dressed in a symphony of 
luxurious, understated splendor, completely re-mastered with entertaining in mind. In a decidedly 
unusual move for a commercial establishment, Washington's most beloved fine-dining restaurant sought 
to evoke a brightened residential atmosphere with the complete redesign of its exquisitely-appointed 
dining room. At the directive of its proprietor, chef Robert Wiedmaier, who understands fine dining 
from the inside out, it gleams with soft brushed golds and silvers, unimposing ivory hues and modern 
crystal confections, in a fully contemporary and festively-chic approach to dressing up.   
 
Most people, even the most seasoned veterans of the fine dining scene, says Wiedmaier, tend to have 
elevated expectations when they enter a restaurant like Marcel's – it naturally accompanies the desire for 
perfection. “At Marcel's,” he explains, “each member of the team plays a role in melting away any 
preconceived notions as soon as a guest arrives through the door. The atmosphere,” he says, “is an 
important member of our team.”  
 
The lighting, by American designer Corbett Lighting, punctuates the room with a soft, flattering and 
sparkling illumination that provides a glorious sense of occasion. From crystal chandeliers that float 
overhead like exploding starbursts of smoky quartz-like gems, to sconces of faceted glass set like 
collages of clear gemstones, this is light that transforms tables and plain walls into breathtakingly 
radiant surfaces. In the lower dining room, the lofty vaulted ceiling is pierced with diminutive recessed 
lights that shimmer like stars, and the long banquette is back-lit with understated drama. On every table, 
a seasonally hued crystal votive-block— deep reds or sunny yellows depending on the time of year—
emits the friendly warmth of an oil lamp, the only definite color punctuating the serenity of the scene.  
 
Newly buff-colored walls create a soft cocoon effect. This is underscored by the slightly darker, butter-
soft leather now covering the high-backed dining chairs, the backs of which display a subtle cut-velvet 
fretwork pattern. New pinstriped carpeting in three shades of mocha grounds the space with quiet energy 
while light sheer curtains grace the windows. Along the far wall in both the upper and lower dining 
rooms, a long banquette is upholstered in a lively but restrained pattern of small gold and silver disks. 
Repetition of a simple form creates a subtle impact. Two ebonized marble-topped commodes that would 
be at home in the most handsome living room or salon, here act as service stations. Three dramatic silk 
scarves signed by Erté, the master of Art Deco design, hang in the lounge and in one corner of the 
dining room; they are Wiedmaier family heirlooms, discovered in an aunt's closet. Above the banquettes 
are large square mirrors, reflecting designer Charles Craig's atmosphere of elegant calm in simple 
burnished frames. Robert and Polly Wiedmaier entrusted Craig with the restaurant interior, having 
personally experienced his talent for creating welcoming and intimate spaces: he has worked with them 
on the design of their homes, as well as the elegant new lounge at Marcel's.  
 
The focus of attention at Marcel's is naturally its tabletops, which also received a make-over. The 
textured table covers are custom-spun linen, which changes the feel of everything with just the touch of 
an unexpected fabric; these are graced by new white Rosenthal china bearing the familiar scroll of the 
Marcel's logo; dark titanium-plated flatware in a sleek ergonomic design by La Tavola; and a lineup of 
glassware by Riedel and Spiegelau. The new white serving china, in an array of delightful shapes and 



configurations, allow Wiedmaier, his adept chef de cuisine Paul Stearman, and their team to extend a 
whole new range of the dazzling creativity for which they are celebrated.  
 
The Marcel's remodel is comprehensive, right down to the servers’ attire: all are sporting a more 
polished and updated uniform. To complement the new look and feel of his dining rooms, Wiedmaier 
enlisted the exclusive New York tailoring firm of Doyle + Mueser to create bespoke suits for the front-
of-the-house staff. The navy blue wool suits are worn with fine blue-and-white, white-collared, pinstripe 
shirts, and a handmade tie of purple silk with tiny white dots. The understated but undisputable elegance 
of the uniform is as comfortable as the new dining room itself, according to the staff. “You feel at ease, 
and you feel your best,” explains Moez Ben-Achour, chef Wiedmaier’s decorated veteran sommelier.  
 
Reigning graciously at the head of Washington's fine dining lists, Robert Wiedmaier is ever relevant, 
making the comfort and ease of his guests his constant priority. This sense of accessibility is even 
reflected in the menu, which offers three-courses at $65, pre-theatre. In the serenity of the new interior, 
and in the welcoming words of Adnane Kebaier, Marcel's longtime maitre d' par excellence, “Vous etes 
chez vous” – you are at home. 
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